More UNDERCURRENTS!

Back issues of UNDERCURRENTS are available and can be ordered by sending $5.00 per copy (price includes $1.00 for postage). Please make cheques payable to UNDERCURRENTS.

Volume One features papers on anthropomorphism; approaches in environmentalism and feminism; conceptions of nature and self in stories; a critical analysis of the World Conservation Strategy; ecology and the enchanted world; and Rachel Carson's Silent Spring.

Volume Two features papers on human voiceovers in wildlife documentaries; conceptions of self in deep ecology, social ecology and ecofeminism; the role of urban wild places in the cultivation of an ecological consciousness; and a critique of conventional philosophical approaches to human-animal relationships.

Volume Three features papers on language and nature; the perception of the ecological crisis; the ecology of the "better bathroom"; military language in natural history; domination and preservation in wildlife cinematography; wildness and domestication in western society; and steps toward an original forestry.

TO ORDER BACK ISSUES OF VOLUME 1, 2 OR 3
Please send $5.00 for each copy. Make cheques payable to: UNDERCURRENTS
c/o Faculty of Environmental Studies, 3rd floor, Lumbers Building,
York University, 4700 Keele Street, North York, ON M3J 1P3

UNDERCURRENTS is produced by graduate students within, but independently of, the Faculty of Environmental Studies, York University. The Faculty of Environmental Studies offers students programmes of study at the Masters and Ph.D. level in a broad range of social, built, organizational and, naturally, natural perspectives. The programmes offered include:

* Environmental thought
* Urban planning and design
* International and regional development
* Action research
* Organizational environments
* Resource management
* Women and environments
* Environmental behaviour
* Quality of Working Life
* Housing and cooperative management
* Biological conservation

* Human services and health
* Social policy
* Communication and advocacy
* Environmental policy
* Environmental politics
* Native/Canadian relations
* Environmental education
* Tropical studies
* Northern studies
* Impact assessment